Introduction
Polynomials in an internally complete (= "locally cartesian closed") category E were shown by Gambino-Kock [4] to be the morphisms of a bicategory. Weber [13] defined polynomials in any category C with pullbacks and proved they formed a bicategory. While both these papers are quite beautiful and accomplish further advances, I felt the need to better understand the composition of polynomials. Perhaps what I have produced is merely a treatment of polynomials for bicategory theorists.
My starting point was to view polynomials as spans of spans so that composition could be viewed as the more familiar composition of spans using pullbacks; see Bénabou [1] . Of course, the bicategory of spans does not have bicategorical pullbacks. However, polynomials are not general spans and sufficient pullbacks can be constructed. Indeed, that is what Weber's distributivity pullbacks around a pair of composable morphisms in C construct.
We define polynomials in a bicategory M as particular spans. This agrees with Weber [13] when M " SpnC . A polynomic bicategory M is one in which the needed bipullbacks exist. This suffices for the construction of a bicategory of polynomials in M . We prove that SpnC is polynomic for any finitely complete C .
I am grateful to the Australian Category Seminar, especially Yuki Maehara, Richard Garner and Michael Batanin, for comments during my talks on this topic.
Spans in a bicategory
Spans in a bicategory A with bipullbacks (= iso-comma objects) will be recalled; compare [9] Section 3.
A span from X to Y in the bicategory A is a diagram X
A 2-cell σ : h ñ k : pu, S, pq Ñ pu 1 , S 1 , p 1 q between such morphisms is a 2-cell σ : h ñ k : S Ñ S 1 in M which is compatible with the 2-cells in the triangles in the sense that λ " λ 1 .u 1 σ and ρ 1 " p 1 σ.ρ. We write SpnA pX, Y q for the bicategory of spans from X to Y .
Composition pseudofunctors (= homomorphisms of bicategories)
SpnA pY, ZqˆSpnA pX, Y q ÝÑ SpnA pX, Zq are given on objects by composition of spans (1.1) and on morphisms by using the universal properties of bipullback. In this way, we obtain a tricategory SpnA . The associator equivalences are obtained using the horizontal and vertical stacking properties of pseudopullbacks. The identity span on X has the form p1 X , X, 1 X q and the unitor equivalences are obtained using the fact that a pseudopullback of the cospan X
For a pseudofunctor P : E Ñ B between bicategories, write B{P for the bicategory whose objects are pairs pB f Ý Ñ P E, Eq, where E is an object of E and f : B Ñ P E is a morphism of B, and whose homcategories are defined by pseudopullbacks
BpB, B 1 q
Definition. The pseudofunctor P : E Ñ B between bicategories is called a discrete fibration when J P : E {E Ñ B{P is a biequivalence of bicategories. A morphism p : E Ñ B in a tricategory T is called a discrete fibration when, for all objects K of T , the pseudofunctor T pK, pq : T pK, Eq Ñ T pK, Bq is a discrete fibration between bicategories.
Definition. A pseudofunctor
A morphism f : A Ñ B in a tricategory T is conservative when, for all objects K of T , the pseudofunctor T pK, f q : T pK, Aq Ñ T pK, Bq is conservative. 
For the second sentence, we suppose the dom of (1.4) has a left biadjoint L with unit η : 1 B ñ domL. We will show that H is terminal in B, proving dom is a biequivalence. Take A P B and let LA " pX A ℓ A Ý Ñ Hq. We have a morphism
Ý Ñ H to which we will show every other morphism u : A Ñ H is isomorphic. By the universal property of η A , the morphism
Proposition 3. Let A be a finitely complete bicategory. The following conditions on a span pu, S, pq from X to Y in A are equivalent:
(i) the morphism pu, S, pq : X Ñ Y has a right biadjoint in the tricategory SpnA ;
(ii) the morphism u : S Ñ X is an equivalence in A ;
(iii) the morphism pu, S, pq : X Ñ Y is equivalent in SpnA to f˚for some morphism f in A ;
(iv) the morphism pu, S, pq : X Ñ Y is a discrete fibration in the tricategory SpnA .
Proof. Put S " SpnA to save space. The equivalence of (i), (ii) and (iii) is essentially as in the case where A is a category; see [3] . We will prove the equivalence of (ii) and (iv). Using Example 2 and the fact that the span K
Ý Ý Ñ X is a terminal object in the bicategory SpK, Xq, we see that the pseudofunctor
SpK, Xq
SpK,u˚q x x r r r r r r r r r r
However, we see easily that J P K does factor up to equivalence as shown in (1.5) where J SpK,p˚q is a biequivalence. So p˚u˚: X Ñ Y is a discrete fibration if and only if SpK, u˚q is a biequivalence for all K; that is, if and only u is an equivalence in A .
Remark 4. (a) In fact (ii) implies (iv) in Proposition 3 requires no assump-
tion on the bicategory A . For, it is straightforward to check that p˚: SpnA pK, Sq Ñ SpnA pK, Y q is a discrete fibration for all K; this does not even require bipullback in A as we require only the hom bicategories of SpnA .
(b) Given that p˚is a discrete fibration, we can prove the converse (iv) implies (ii) by noting that p˚u˚is a discrete fibration if and only if u˚is (compare (i) of Proposition 6). So, provided SpnA pK, Y q has a terminal object (as guaranteed by the finite bicategorical limits in A ), we deduce that u˚is a biequivalence using Proposition 2 and u˚% u˚.
Remark 5. If C is a finitely complete category (regarded as a bicategory with only identity 2-cells) then the tricategory SpnC has only identity 3-cells; it is a bicategory. We are interested in spans in such a bicategory A " SpnC . The problem is that bipullbacks do not exist in this kind of A in general. Hence we must hone our concepts to restricted kinds of spans in A .
Bipullback behaviour
Recall that the pseudopullback (also called iso-comma category) of two functors
is the category F { ps P whose objects pC, α, Dq consist of objects C P C and D P D with α : F C -Ý Ñ P D, and whose morphisms pu, vq : pC, α, Dq Ñ pC 1 , α 1 , D 1 q consist of morphisms u : C Ñ C 1 in C and v : D Ñ D 1 in D such that pP vqα " α 1 pF uq. We have a universal square of functors
containing an invertible natural transformation ξ.
A square
is an equivalence of categories.
In Section 1, we defined discrete fibrations in a tricategory. This applies in a bicategory A regarded as a tricategory by taking only identity 3-cells. Proposition 6. Suppose A is a bicategory.
(i) Suppose qpr with p a discrete fibration in A . Then r is a discrete fibration if and only if q is.
(ii) In the bipullback (2.7) in A , if p is a discrete fibration then so is d.
is a bipullback in A and p is a discrete fibration. For any Proof. These are essentially standard facts about discrete fibrations, especially (i) and (ii). For (iii) we use the discrete fibration property of p to lift the 2-cell ψ : nu ñ pv to a 2-cell χ : w ñ v with an invertible 2-cell ν : nu ñ pw such that ψ " ppχqν. Now use the bipullback property of (2.7) to factor the square ν : nu ñ pw as a span morphism pσ, h, ρq : pw, K, uq Ñ pc, P, dq pasted onto (2.7). Then λ is the composite of σ and χ.
The next result is related to Proposition 5 of [8] .
Proposition 7. In the bipullback square (2.7) in the bicategory A , if p is a discrete fibration and n has a right adjoint n % u then c has a right adjoint c % v such that the mateθ : dv ñ up of θ : nd ñ pc is invertible.
Proof. Let ε : nu ñ 1 C be the counit of n % u. By the discrete fibration property of p, there exists χ : w ñ 1 B and an invertible τ : nup ñ pw such that ppχqτ " εp.
By the bipullback property of (2.7), there exists a span morphism 
in which λ is h : pu, S, qtq Ñ pr, T, sq and ρ is an identity.
Lifters
Let M be a bicategory. We use the notation Y n K rifpn,uq
to depict a right lifting rifpn, uq (see [11] ) of u through n. The defining property is that pasting a 2-cell v ùñ rifpn, uq onto the triangle to give a 2-cell nv ùñ u defines a bijection. A morphism n : Y Ñ Z is called a right lifter when rifpn, uq exists for all u : K Ñ Z. The previous Examples imply "if". Conversely, we can apply the Dubuc Adjoint Triangle Theorem (see Lemma 2.1 of [10] for example) to see that M pK, m 1˚q has a right adjoint for all K because M pK, mq -M pK, m 2˚q M pK, m 1˚q and the unit of m 2˚% m 2˚i s an equalizer. Taking K to be the terminal object, we conclude that m 1 is powerful. in Cat with M pK, pq a discrete fibration and M pK, nq % rifpn,´q. By Proposition 7, M pK, cq has a right adjoint, so that c is a lifter, and M pK, dqrifpc,´qrifpn,´qM pK, pq. Evaluating this last isomorphism at b we obtain isomorphism displayed in the present Proposition.
Distributivity pullbacks
We now recall Definitions 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 from Weber [13] of pullback and distributivity pullback around a composable pair pf, gq of morphisms in a category C . (4.11) in which the span pq, X, gpq is a pullback of the cospan pr, B, f q in C .
A morphism t : pp 1 , q 1 , r 1 q Ñ pp, q, rq of pullbacks around pf, gq is a morphism t : Y 1 Ñ Y in C such that rt " r 1 . For such a morphism, using the pullback properties, it follows that there is a unique morphism s : X 1 Ñ X in C such that ps " p 1 and qs " tq 1 . 1 This gives a category PBpf, gq. It is worth noting, also using the pullback properties, that the commuting square qs " tq 1 exhibits the span ps, X 1 , q 1 q as a pullback of the cospan pq, Y, tq.
The diagram (4.11) is called a distributivity pullback around pf, gq when it is a terminal object of the category PBpf, gq. (4.11) . That these passages be isomorphic says (4.11) is a pullback.
Suppose (4.11) is a distributivity pullback. We will show that (4.12) is a bipullback. Take a square of the form in C in which the right-hand region is a pullback around pf, gq. By the distributivity property, there exists a unique pair ph, kq such that the diagram
commutes; moreover, the square is a pullback. Thus we have a span morphism
which pastes onto (4.12) to yield (4.13); in fact ρ is an identity. To prove the bipullback 2-cell property, suppose we have span morphisms e : pv 1 , S 1 , u 1 q Ñ pv, S, uq and j : pt 1 , T 1 , s 1 q Ñ pt, T, sq such that composing the first with g˚is the composite of the second with f˚. Then, in obvious notation, j : pu 1 , a 1 , s 1 q Ñ pu, a, sq is a morphism in PBpf, gq. By the terminal property of pp, q, rq, we have k 1 " kj. This gives the span morphism j : pt 1 , T 1 , k 1 q Ñ pt, T, kq which is unique as required.
Conversely, suppose (4.12) is a bipullback. We must see that pp, q, rq is terminal in PBpf, gq. Take another object pp 1 , q 1 , r 1 q of PBpf, gq. We have the square in SpnC which is compatible with the squares. Since the span Y 1 Ñ Y in this morphism composes with r˚to be isomorphic to r 1 , we see that it has the form kf or some k : Y 1 Ñ Y in C . Thus we have our unique k : pp 1 , q 1 , r 1 q Ñ pp, q, rq in PBpf, gq.
Polynomials in bicategories
Recall from [1] Section 7 that the Poincaré category ΠK of a bicategory K has the same objects as K , however, the homset ΠK pH, Kq is the set π 0 pK pH, Kqq of undirected path components of the homcategory K pH, Kq. Composition is induced by composition of morphisms in K . If K is locally groupoidal then ΠK is equivalent to the classifying category of K whose homsets are obtained by taking isomorphism classes of morphisms in each category K pH, Kq.
Definition. A polynomial pm, S, pq from X to Y in a bicategory M is a span
in M with m a right lifter and p a discrete fibration. A polynomial morphism pλ, h, ρq : pm, S, pq Ñ pm 1 , S 1 , p 1 q is a diagram
in which ρ (but not necessarily λ) is invertible. By part (i) of Proposition 6 we know that h must be a discrete fibration. We call pλ, h, ρq strong when λ is invertible. A 2-cell σ : h ñ k : pm, S, pq Ñ pm 1 , S 1 , p 1 q is a 2-cell σ : h ñ k : S Ñ S 1 in M compatible with λ and ρ. By Proposition 1, we know that σ must be invertible. Write PolyM pX, Y q for the Poincaré category of the bicategory of polynomials from X to Y so obtained.
We write h " rλ, h, ρs : pm, S, pq Ñ pm 1 , S 1 , p 1 q for the isomorphism class of the polynomial morphism pλ, h, ρq : pm, S, pq Ñ pm 1 , S 1 , p 1 q. We also write λ h and ρ h when several morphisms are involved. In a polynomic bicategory M , polynomials can be composed as in the diagram (5.16). Identity spans are also identity polynomials.
Proposition 15. If C is a finitely complete category then the bicategory SpnC is polynomic.
Proof. Take a cospan S p Ý Ñ Y n Ð Ý T in SpnC with p a discrete fibration and n " pn 1 , F, n 2 q a lifter. By Proposition 3, we can suppose p is actually p˚for some p : S Ñ Y in C . From Example 12, we know that n 1 is powerful. Form the The effect on morphisms is defined using part (iii) of Proposition 6 as follows. Take morphisms h : pm, S, pq Ñ pm 1 , S 1 , p 1 q and k : pn, T,Ñ pn 1 , T 1 , q 1 q. We have a square ppλ hñ qpm 1 σqq, ℓ, pq 1 τ qpρ kp q : pmñ, P, qpq ÝÑ pm 1ñ1 , P 1 , q 1p1 q whose isomorphism class is the desired k˝h : pn, T, qq˝pm, S, pq Ñ pn 1 , T 1 , q 1 q˝pm 1 , S 1 , p 1 q .
Proposition 16. There is a bicategory PolyM of polynomials in a polynomic bicategory M . The objects are those of M , the homcategories are the PolyM pX, Y q. Composition is given by the functors (5.17) . The vertical and horizontal stacking properties of bipullbacks provide the associativity isomorphisms.
Remark 19. We could consider a "relative version" of PolyM by restricting our polynomials pm, S, pq to those with p lying in some class P of discrete fibrations closed (up to equivalence) under bipullback along lifters. In particular, this would allow more flexibility in case we wished to iterate the process M Þ Ñ PolyM .
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